Shifted resonances in coated metamaterial cylinders: enhanced backscattering and near-field effects.
Electromagnetic wave properties in the presence of a thin or thick coating on a cylinder are investigated. The theoretical treatment starts from the formulation of electromagnetic fields in all regions where the coating and the core are allowed to rotate. The angular velocities of the core and coating can be different and even antidirectional. The present general approach can be applied to a wide range of specific cases such as rotating and stationary and left-handed and right-handed core-coating combinations. In particular, the optical resonances due to the surface plolaritons and morphology-dependent resonances are examined. Because of the rotation, the resonances are found to shift, and the effects of velocity on such phenomena are investigated. The backscattering can thus be controlled to achieve suppression or enhancement by using proper metamaterial coatings. Physical insights as well as the numerical results are presented.